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ABSTRACT

Spectral sub-bands do not portray the same perceptual relevance.
In audio coding, it is therefore desirable to have independent con-
trol over each of the constituent bands so that bitrate assignment
and signal reconstruction can be achieved efficiently. In this work,
we present a novel neural audio coding network that natively sup-
ports a multi-band coding paradigm. Our model extends the idea
of compressed skip connections in the U-Net-based codec, allowing
for independent control over both core and high band-specific recon-
structions and bit allocation. Our system reconstructs the full-band
signal mainly from the condensed core-band code, therefore exploit-
ing and showcasing its bandwidth extension capabilities to its fullest.
Meanwhile, the low-bitrate high-band code helps the high-band re-
construction similarly to MPEG audio codecs’ spectral bandwidth
replication. MUSHRA tests show that the proposed model not only
improves the quality of the core band by explicitly assigning more
bits to it but retains a good quality in the high-band as well.

Index Terms— audio coding, multi-band, deep learning, U-Net,
autoencoders, spectral bandwidth replication

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years much focus has been put on the application of neural
speech and audio coding specifically towards speech communica-
tion. While designing a neural codec depends substantially on the
task at hand, recent research [1, 2] has opened venues for systems
capable of coding both speech and non-speech audio signals (e.g.,
music), where these systems proposed to rely on generative power
via adversarial loss for better perceptual quality as for audio coding.
Another approach would be to introduce psychoacoustics to neural
audio coding (NAC). Indeed, there has been a long history behind ad-
dressing the general audio compression problem from a perceptual
standpoint through signal processing methods [3, 4, 5] and more re-
cently perceptually-motivated loss functions for NAC [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].

Another less explored area in NAC is the multi-band considera-
tion. For example, in speech coding, narrowing the signal bandwidth
to 4 kHz or lower (i.e., a sampling rate of 8 kHz) has been a common
approach [11], where the core of the intelligibility-related informa-
tion usually lies in. While speech codecs are optimized mainly on
the notion of intelligibility, such as found in neural speech codecs
operating in very low bitrates (e.g., lower than 2.4kbps [12, 13, 14]),
the case for music tends to be different as the signals are sampled at a
much higher rate, and consequently require a higher bitrate. Hence,
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codecs for this type of signal face different challenges as critical in-
formation is contained above the core band (CB).

Simply focusing more on the high-frequency bands (HB) is not
the most effective solution, as components in this area are perceptu-
ally less relevant. In general audio coding (e.g., music) tasks, there
exists a trade-off between the effective audio bandwidth and the cod-
ing artifacts, which codecs should be mindful of. For example, at
a low bitrate (e.g., less than 128kbps for music), MPEG-2 Audio
Layer III (a.k.a. MP3) [15] would either start decreasing the ef-
fective bandwidth to save its effort in recovering less audible high
frequency components: or else the lack of bits in the CB would in-
troduce more audible coding artifacts. In order to partially circum-
vent this issue, low-bitrate modes of MPEG audio codecs, such as
high-efficiency advanced audio coding (HE-AAC) [16] or its MP3
version, MP3Pro, introduced an effective alternative that exploits
decreased perceptual sensitivity in the high-frequency area, namely
“spectral band replication” (SBR) [17]. On the decoder side, SBR is
based on the core-band reconstruction, from which the algorithm ex-
tracts patterns and replicates them at the higher end of the spectrum
by using a considerably small amount of bits.

From the perspective of machine learning, SBR could be in-
terpreted as an informed version of bandwidth extension (BWE) or
spectral recovery. BWE, in other applications, is usually defined as
a “blind” process that generates the HB component from CB with
no additional information and is well-suited for machine learning
[18, 19, 20, 21]. In the context of NAC, BWE has been investigated
as a method to recover the missing coefficients in the modified dis-
crete cosine transform (MDCT) domain through a separate decoding
process which uses quantized CB features [22, 23, 24].

Based on the success of both traditional SBR and neural BWE,
we propose a multi-band approach to NAC. To this end, we re-design
a U-Net-based NAC architecture, namely the hyper-autoencoded re-
construction propagation network (HARP-Net) [25]. It replaces
the U-net’s identity shortcut-based skip connections with small
fully-convolutional autoencoders to compress information delivery
between the encoder and the decoder. Our goal in this paper is
to reflect a multi-band coding paradigm to HARP-Net, which we
call MB-HARP-Net. In the simplest dual-band use case, we show
that MB-HARP-Net provides a native interaction mechanism be-
tween the band-specific information paths for a better coding gain.
MB-HARP-Net is conceptually similar to SBR and outperforms its
dual-band coder baseline.

MB-HARP-Net provides a principled neural mechanism for
multi-band coding. It takes advantage of the intrinsic nature of
strided convolution to perform neural downsampling, which reduces
a full-band input signal down to its CB component, on which neural
compression and quantization are then performed to obtain a com-
pact code. CB’s code is then decoded back into its respective HB and
CB components using two individual band-specific decoders, with



the former path corresponding to neural upsampling or bandwidth
extension, while the latter is dedicated to CB reconstruction. In
addition, the HB’s decoder uses supplementary information coming
through the autoencoded skip connection (i.e., a skip autoencoder
(AE)). In contrast to blind upsampling, the skip AE passes essential
information for a more precise upsampling as in the SBR algorithm’s
small bitrate for the HB reconstruction. Hence, the harmonization
of neural BWE and a low-bitrate code transfer via HARP-Net’s skip
AE is the key to a successful HB coding in the proposed architecture.

Our experiments show that a frugal bit allocation to the HB re-
construction of MB-HARP-Net leads to an effective representation
for both CB and HB, which optimize both bands’ perceptual recon-
struction quality. Although, for now, our proposed model falls short
of the commercial HE-AAC v1 encoder’s performance, it signifi-
cantly outperforms other similar NAC architectures in the same bi-
trate thanks to the coupling of neural BWE and efficient HB coding.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Basic autoencoder

Given an input time-domain signal, x ∈ RT (i.e., here understood as
x(0)), an AE typically performs audio compression by learning some
hidden features x(L) from x through an encoding functionFenc, e.g.,
a series of L 1-d convolutional layers f (l)

enc [6], where l ∈ [1, · · · , L]:

x(L) = Fenc(x) = f (L)
enc ◦ f (L−1)

enc ◦ · · · ◦ f (1)
enc (x). (1)

A quantization function Q can then be applied to the resulting
“deep” encoded features x(L). Q assigns the floating-point values
from x(L) to a finite set of quantization bins (e.g., 32 centroids for
a 5-bit system) to obtain the quantized feature vector x(L). Hence,
the transmission or storing can be done using the index to these 25

centroids instead of the continuous feature vector x(L), reducing the
bitrate. In addition, Huffman coding can introduce further bitrate
reduction. On the receiver’s end (i.e., the decoder), the code recovers
the quantized feature vector as an estimate of x(L) ≈ x(L).

A decoding function Fdec recovers the time-domain signal as
x from x(L), via another set of 1-d convolutional layers f

(l)
dec , l ∈

[L, · · · , 1], where f
(1)
dec being the output layer. In a typical vanilla

AE architecture, there is no association between the encoder and de-
coder feature maps such that: x(l−1) ≈ f

(l)
dec (x

(l)). In this paper, we
rely on the U-Net’s and, consequently, HARP-Net’s assumption that
this mirrored encoder-decoder reconstruction relationship should be
enforced in the architecture for a better reconstruction.

2.2. Quantization and entropy

Quantization: The quantization process Q considers the scalar fea-
ture assignment matrix Ahard ∈ RI×J , which assigns one of the J
learned centroids c ∈ RJ to each of the I feature values in z ∈ RI .
For example, in a vanilla AE, z = x(L). During inference, the
matrix Ahard performs a non-differentiable “hard” assignment, i.e.,
z = Ahardc, where the i-th row of Ahard is a one-hot vector selecting
the closest centroid from the i-th feature. During training, in order to
circumvent this non-differentiable process, we use a soft version of
the assignment matrix Asoft, so the backpropagation error flows [26].
The discrepancy between the soft and hard assignment results are
handled by annealing a temperature factor α over the training itera-
tions, so that z = Ahardc = limα→infA

softc. More formally, given
a feature vector z and centroids c, we first create a distance matrix
denoting the absolute difference between each element in z and each

centroid, D ∈ RI×J . From D, we induce a probabilistic vector for
each of the i-th element in z as follows: Asoft

i,: = softmax(−αDi,:).
Bitrate control: We compute the empirical entropy of the quan-

tized feature vector z by observing the assignment frequency of each
of the centroids over multiple feature vectors. The assignment prob-
ability for centroid j is therefore given by pj = P (cj = Ahard

i,: c),
which can be empirically approximated by pj = 1

IR

∑IR
i=1 A

hard
i,j

with R denoting the total number of observable audio frames.
Hence, the entropy estimate is given by: H = −

∑J
j=1 pj log2(pj).

To convert H into the lower bound of the bitrate counterpart B, both
I (the code dimension) and the frame rate F (i.e., the number of
frames per second) need to be accounted for: B = FIH .

2.3. HARP-Net

In Sec. 2.1, the basic decoding process relies purely on the quan-
tized feature vector x(L) as its input, burdening the decoding func-
tion during reconstruction. HARP-Net [25] repurposed the popular
U-Net architecture [27] for coding. It can circumvent the limitations
of the basic AE with its mirrored U-Net architecture, whose pairs
of corresponding encoder-decoder layers are interconnected via skip
connections. What differentiates HARP-Net from U-Net is that each
skip connection is replaced with a smaller-scale AE (i.e., “skip” AE)
to compress and quantize the feature maps in delivery.

The skip AEs are denoted by G(l) with l indicating the encoder-
decoder layer pair. Since G(l) is also an AE, it is in its turn composed
of an encoder G(l)enc and decoder G(l)dec , as well as quantization module
Q which works as described in Sec. 2.2. The feature maps from f

(l)
enc

can therefore be retrieved on the receiver side as follows:

x(l)≈x
(l)
G ←G

(l)
dec(z

(l)), z(l)←Q(z(l)), z(l)←G(l)enc(x
(l)), (2)

where z(l) denotes the dimension-reduced version of the intermedi-
ate feature maps at the l-th layer pair x(l). The f

(l)
dec then takes the

concatenation of the skip AE’s output to the output of its preceding
layer (l + 1) to produce its output: x(l−1) ← f

(l)
dec

(
[x(l),x

(l)
G ]

)
.

The additional skip AEs in HARP-Net create information paths
that circumvent the aggressive bottleneck-only quantization process
at the L-th layer. This comes at the cost of a more sophisticated
bitrate computation by aggregating all bitrates computed at up to L

different codes, which we denote by B =
∑L

l=1 FI(l)H
(l)

. The bit
allocation strategy among different skip AEs has potential, but it was
not fully studied in the original HARP-Net paper.

3. THE PROPOSED MULTI-BAND HARP-NET

3.1. Cascaded encoders architecture

While HARP-Net has proven to help the total AE reconstruction
compared to a vanilla AE, it is up to the optimization process as
to how the target bitrate is fragmented and assigned among all z’s
[z(L);z(L−1); · · ·z(1)]. That is, there is no constraint as to what
type of feature representations are learned through all the feature
vectors z(l)’s. For example, the deepest feature, z(L), would bet-
ter get assigned the most amount of bits as they represent the most
abstract and structural information of the original input x.

In this work, we aim to harmonize BWE and neural audio cod-
ing; therefore, explicitly enforcing sub-band (i.e., CB and HB) rep-
resentations is the first required step. MB-HARP-Net is based on the
HARP-Net’s convenient architectural paradigm which already pro-
vides various abstract levels of feature representations, while they
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Fig. 1: Overview of our proposed MB-HARP-Net architecture.

are not related to multi-band coding yet. MB-HARP-Net naturally
extends the idea of skip AEs, allowing for independent control over
both band-specific reconstructions and bitrate assignments.

More formally, we redefine our full-band input time-domain sig-
nal x as the sum of the two sub-band signals x = xfb ∈ RT =
xhb + U(xcb), where xhb and xcb stand for high-pass filtered and
downsampled versions of the full-band signal, respectively. As for
the downsampled one, we make sure the decimated signal xcb re-
covers the original temporal resolution via an interpolation-based
upsampling U during the inference. During training however, the
reconstruction loss is computed using the downsampled version xcb.

The encoder Fenc is now split into two cascaded stages; Fenc, hb

consists of M 1-d convolutional layers and takes in the full-band
input x. Since its stride is one and due to zero padding, the original
input temporal dimension T remains intact. In contrast, the channel
dimension increases to C, which is the number of filters. The second
encoding stage, Fenc, cb, takes x(M) as input. Some of its N 1-d
convolutional layers have stride > 1, resulting in a decimating factor
of δds =

∏
k δ

ds
k , where δds

k is the stride of the participating layer k.
As oppposed to x(M), the output of f (N)

enc, cb, x(M+N), loses the high-
frequency content during the temporal decimation T/δds. However,
its temporal structure that corresponds to xcb remains unaffected.

3.2. Band-wise quantization procedure

The output of both encoding stages x(M) and x(M+N), respectively,
are fed to their own dedicated skip AEs, G(M)

enc and G(M+N)
enc through

which channel reduction and quantization are performed. Each skip
AE’s encoder does not perform any downsampling on its input fea-
tures. Instead, the channel dimension collapses from C down to
1 at its own bottleneck layer: zhb ∈ RT×1 ← G(M)

enc (x(M)) and
zcb ∈ RT/δ×1 ← G(M+N)

enc (x(M+N)). This channel reduction de-
creases the data rate while the temporal resolution is maintained.

As described in Sec. 2.2, each of the code vector values is as-
signed one of the J centroids which are learned independently for
each of the sub-bands; ccb and chb. We assume the code distribu-
tions (i.e., the numbers of learned centroids Jhb and Jcb, and their
bitrates) Bcb and Bhb to be learned and controlled individually.

3.3. Multi-band decoder architecture

The decoding process of the MB-HARP-Net respects the multi-band
nature of the code structure by dedicating a decoding head to each
band. First, the quantized code vectors zcb and zhb are decoded back

into their corresponding tensor representation x(M) and x(M+N)

using their respective skip AE’s decoding stage:

x(M) ≈ x
(M)
G ← G(M)

dec, hb ◦Q(zhb)

x(M+N) ≈ x
(M+N)
G ← G(M+N)

dec, cb ◦Q(zcb)
(3)

which are then used as the input to the two band-specific HARP-
Net decoding heads. Both band-specific decoding paths Fdec, cb and
Fdec, hb take x

(M+N)
G as their direct input, while Fdec, hb takes ad-

ditional input from the coded skip connection x
(M)
G for HB recon-

struction at the M -th layer.

CB reconstruction: The CB decoding stack Fdec, cb shares the
same depth as the encoding counterpart (M + N) and recovers the
T/δds-dimensional downsampled version of the input signal as fol-
lows: xcb ≈ xcb = Fdec, cb(x

(M+N)
G ).

HB reconstruction: In parallel, the HB reconstruction is con-
ducted via a separate decoding path xhb ≈ xhb = Fdec, hb(x

(M+N)
G ).

Note here that while no explicit high-pass filtering is applied during
the HB reconstruction path, it is implicitly enforced as the recon-
struction is compared to the high-pass filtered signal xhb. The pri-
mary difference betweenFdec, hb andFdec, cb is that the former specif-
ically employs nearest-neighbors-based upsampling operations dur-
ing its CNN-based operations [28] to make up the loss of temporal
resolution. Hence, Fdec, hb can be seen as a neural BWE process
whose performance would not be perfect. Upsampling will increase
the temporal resolution of the final signal by δus =

∏
k δ

us
k , where

δus
k is the scaling factor of the participating layer k.

In addition to the BWE-corresponding decoding operation,
Fdec, hb leverages the role of zhb (i.e., the HB-only code). After the
skip AE’s decoding stage, x(M)

G is concatenated with x
(M)
hb along

the channel dimension, forming the following input at the M -th
layer of Fdec, hb

x
(M−1)
hb ← f

(M)
dec,hb

([
x

(M)
hb ,x

(M)
G

])
. (4)

Here, f (M)
dec, hb takes 2C channels and collapses them down to C chan-

nels. Note that we distinguish x
(l)
hb from x

(l)
cb as there are two decod-

ing heads generating respective feature maps concurrently.

3.4. Band-wise entropy control and objective function

We design the objective function so the codec provides the best re-
construction while reaching the target entropy of both codes zcb and
zhb. The network loss consists of reconstruction and entropy con-
trol terms. The reconstruction error is measured via both time and
frequency domain losses: negative signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and
L1 norm over the log magnitudes of short-time Fourier transform
(STFT). In addition, each is with two sub-band specific versions.
We denote this reconstruction loss as a weighted sum: Lrecons =∑

b∈{cb, hb}
∑

d∈{SNR, STFT} λb,dLb,d with the blending weights λb,d.

The bitrates of the system is regularized by band-specific en-
tropy loss terms, which can be represented in terms of bitrates as
described in 2.2 and 2.3: Lbr = λbr

∑
b∈{cb, hb} |Bb − Bb|, where

Bb denotes the bitrate estimated from the band-specific code vector
with the index b. Bb is the manually defined band-specific target
bitrate. λbr controls the contribution of the entropy loss to the total
loss which is defined as L = Lbr + Lrecons.
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Fig. 3: MUSHRA test results; green dotted lines depict the mean
while the red line represents the median. The proposed model’s dual-
band bitrate assignments are represented as pBcb:Bhb

.

4. EXPERIMENTALS

Our experiments aim at two bitrates, 40kbps and 48kbps, with a main
aim to showcase the benefits of MB-HARP-Net over its single-band
counterpart. The proposed model is based on frame-by-frame pro-
cessing, with each input frame being T = 16, 384 samples (i.e.,
≈ 0.5s) and with an overlap size of 32 samples that are windowed
using a Hann function. Commercial music signals are used in the
experiments; they entail 6, 000 song segments across 13 genres, to-
taling in 5.5 hours of audio data that are partitioned into 80%, 15%,
and 5% for training, validation, and testing sets, respectively. All the
signals are monophonic and natively sampled at 44.1 kHz, although
we downsample them to 32 kHz to match the HE-AAC specifica-
tions [16] for the target bitrates.

Adam optimizer [29] is used with validation loss-based early
stopping. The training process also monitors the entropy loss Lbr so
that it conforms to our target bitrate region (±1.5 kbps). M and N
are both set to be 3, i.e., the total depth is M +N = 6. Downsam-
pling is introduced at the last layer of Fenc, cb, i.e.,δds

k=N = 2. Like-
wise, in Fdec, hb, upsampling is done in the first layer: δus

k=M+N = 2.
Each layer consists of C = 50 1-d convolutional kernels of size
15. Following the Fraunhofer’s open-sourced implementation1, we
roughly match the cutoff frequencies: 8 kHz for xcb and 7.3 kHz
for xhb, where the overlapping band of 700Hz is to make up for the
filtering loss of energy around the cutoffs. λb,STFT and λbr are set to
15.0 (for both bands) and 6 × 10−4, respectively. λb,SNR, however,
varies depending on the model trained (see following descriptions).

Models: To assess the impact and benefit of band-specific en-
tropy control, we propose to assess three models that share the same
architecture but are regularized differently.
• bl1: No explicit band-wise bitrate assignment is applied; rather,

we let the optimization process decides bit allocation (e.g., as we
do in HARP-Net). λb,SNR = 1 for both bands. In this model, the
reconstruction loss tends to promote CB reconstruction rather than
HB as they lack modeling power.
• bl2: bl2 scales up λhb,SNR to 2.0 while maintaining λcb,SNR =
1.0 for better HB reconstruction. bl2 controls the sub-band recon-
structions individually via optimization, while its bitrate control does

1https://github.com/mstorsjo/fdk-aac

not fully benefit from the MB-HARP-Net architecture yet.
• pBcb:Bhb : Our proposed model enforces band-specific bitrate as-

signments: much more bits to CB than to the HB, but with twice
larger blending weight λhb,SNR = 2 as in bl2. Bcb : Bhb defines the
actual bit allocation ratio that the model is trained to target on. Dif-
ferently from a HARP-Net version’s per-skip-AE bitrate control, the
proposed model benefits from (a) the upsampling path’s blind BWE
(b) the supplementary HB code zhb, similarly to what SBR does.

Subjective Listening Tests: Ten audio experts participated in
our MUSHRA test [30] on 8 different test songs. Each trial includes
our three systems in comparison at both bitrates (40 and 48kbps),
HE-AAC v1 encoded at 40kbps, a hidden reference, and a low-pass
filtered anchor at 3.5 kHz. The items were selected to represent the
diversity of 16 music genres used in our proprietary music dataset.
Subjects used high-quality headphones. Fig. 3 shows the subjective
test results. We observe that our proposed systems pBcb:Bhb out-
perform both of their baseline counterparts in the two bitrate cases.
Our 40kbps model p34:6 competes with bl1 at 48kbps, showcasing
the proposed model’s superiority in reconstructing HB components
while consuming fewer bits. Meanwhile, a deliberate effort to focus
more on the HB reconstruction, as in bl2, fails to achieve the de-
sired perceptual quality because it is merely based on the weighting
of HB reconstruction loss, leading to a poor reconstruction in the per-
ceptually important CB area. The proposed methods underperform
the commercial HE-AAC with SBR (on Adobe® Audition®).

Ablation Study: To explore MB-HARP-Net’s BWE capabili-
ties, we perform an ablation experiment where zcb is either included
as part of xhb reconstruction or not. This allows us to explore the
relevance of zcb’s contribution towards xhb. Fig. 2 illustrates the im-
pact of excluding zcb from the HB reconstruction. We observe that
bl1 still shows reasonable HB reconstruction without a proper neu-
ral upsampling-based BWE, demonstrating its significant reliance on
the HB code zhb. It is not a desirable usage of bits given that the HB
area is perceptually less relevant. On the other hand, our pB34:B6

shows poorer HB reconstruction quality if it were not for zcb. That
is, the proposed model’s coding gain comes from the bitrate-free
BWE process, while saving bits on zhb. Note that we decided to ex-
clude the favorable results from the SNR-based objective measures,
as they can also result in misleading conclusions in audio coding
especially in the context of band-specific reconstructions.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we presented a multi-band paradigm to re-designing
a U-Net-based neural audio coding system, namely HARP-Net,
that we call MB-HARP-Net. Our algorithm offers a neural mech-
anism to enforce band-specific representations, which allows for
independent control over the sub-bands’ reconstruction as well their
respective bitrate assignment. Since both core and high-bands are
principally reconstructed from the core-band code vector, MB-
HARP-Net draws a neural analog to SBR, which couples neural
bandwidth extension and efficient sub-band coding. We open-
sourced the project at: https://saige.sice.indiana.
edu/research-projects/HARP-Net.

https://saige.sice.indiana.edu/research-projects/HARP-Net
https://saige.sice.indiana.edu/research-projects/HARP-Net
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